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ABSTRACT 

The most expensive part of a superconducting magnet installation is 

often the magnet cryostat. Extensive use of superconducting dipole and 

quadrupole magnets requires study of the cryostat problem from a systems 

viewpoint. 

This paper presents a number of suggestions that should lead to 

magnet cryostats of minimum cost. The interaction of the cryostat with 

the refrigeration system is discussed. Basic cryostat design parameters 

are treated and design conditions for three types of superconducting 

dipole and quadrupole cryostats are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The n1ost ignored and often the most ex

pensive part of a superconducting magnet 

installation is the magnet cryostat. Only a 

few papers have been written that describe the 
1-3 cryostat problem. The user of supercon-

ducting dipoles and quadrupoles for accelera

tor experin1ental areas or synchrotrons 

requires that the cryostat problem be investi"

gated from a systems viewpoint. The basic 

problem is to assure that a cryostat be made 

to perform all the functions required of it and 

still be made as economically as possible, It 

is quite obvious that there are no pat" answers 

to this problem, but. it is also obvious that 

present laboratory techniques are both inade

quate and expensive for large-scale use of 

superconducting dipoles and quadrupoles. 

_A w;agnet r:-ryncat:at pPr{nrw_t;: r.>!'ll.y 1'1.vr.> 

primary functions. The first is to insulate 

the cold helium (I avoid the words "liquid 

helium, " because that makes an assumption 

which in some cases is not valid) from the 

room-temperature environment. The second 

is to support the magnet rigidly against a 

variety of forces that can exist between the 

room-temperature and cold environments. 

The forces that must be considered include 

not only magnet and electrical forces but also 

gravitational force. 

The method used to refrigerate the magnet 

is intimately involved with a design of a 

magnet cryostat. Refrigeration of supercon

duction magnets is therefore treated here (and 

in other papers). The characteristics of 

materials used to build and insulate cryostats 

are discussed. 

The cost of a dipole or quadrupole cryostat 

is influenced by the geometric shape of the 

cryostat; the number and type ot cold and warm 

joints; the number and size of connections with 

. OF THIS DOCUMENT lS UNLIMIT~~ 
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the outside world; the type of support system 

(i.e., tension or compression rods), which is 

influenced by the magnitude and direction of 

the forces as well as by the geometric con

straints of the system; the inclusion of inter

mediate -temperature shields and support 

points; and whether the magnet has a warm or 

cold bore. 

I stated in the first paragraph that there 

are no pat solutions to the cryostat problem. 

However, reasonable solutions can be found 

for a number of the major types of supercon

ducting dipole and qqadrupole systems. 

Recommendations are therefore presented for 

(a) short, large -bore experimental magnets 

for low-energy machines such as the LRL 

Bevatron; (b) long relatively small-aperture 

experimental magnets for machines such as 

Brookhaven AGS and the NAL machine; and 

(c) high-energy superconducting synchrotron 

magnet~>. 

REFRIGERATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING 
MAGNETS 

The refrigeration of large systems of 

superconducting magnets has been discussed 
4-7 

in a number of papers. There are four 

primary methods of providing refrigeration 

for· superconducting magnets. 'fhey include 

(a) an open liquid-helium pot, where the liquid 

is supplied by a liquefier and warm gas is 

returned to the liquefier, (b) conventional 

h 1. f . . 1• 7 h h . 1 e turn re rtgeratlon, w ere a rnec an1ca 

refrigerator provides the liquid helium and 

takes back all or most of the cold boiloff gas, 

(c) supercritical single-phase dense gas refri

geration, where the magnet is cooled by 

supercritical helium in tubes, 8 and (d) super

fluid refrigeration, where helium II is used at 

tentperatures near z•K. 9 

It is my opinion that the first and fourth 

methods will not be used in large -scale super

conducting dipoles and quadrupoles. It is quite 

-7.-

possible that superfluid refrigeration will be 

used on superconducting magnets that are to 

be in or near a superconducting linear accel

erator, or on magnets that need the low tem

peratures and exceptional heat-transfer prop

erties of helium II. Both the first and the 

fourth methods of refrigeration suffer from the 

fact that they cost several times as much per 

watt in both capital and operating cost (see 

Table I). 
4

-
6 

Both methods of refrigeration 

require complicated (therefore expensive) 

cryostats in order to bring the heat load down 

to a tolerably low level. 

It is my belief that conventional refrigera

tion and supercritical (gas cooling)" refrigera

tion will see wide use in future installations 

involving large numbers of superconducting 

dipoles and quadrupoles. The capital and 

operating costs of the two refrigeration sys

terns are nearly the same. It is clear that 

supercritical refrigeration offers some distinct 

advantages in reducing cryostat costs forcer

tain kinds of magnet systems. The design of 

the cryostat is therefore quite dependent on 

the choice of refrigeration system. 

The conventional refrigeration system, 

whether it involves many small refrigerators 

or one large refrigerator, must have a magnet 

cryostat that meets the foiiowing requirements: 

(a) it must have a container or pot, to ·be filled 

with liquid helium, that sur rounds the super

conducting magnet; (b) the pot must have necks 

to the outside world for electrical leads, for 

refrigeration, and for venting in the event of 

magnet quench; (c) in the design of Dewar and 

magnet special precautions must be taken so 

that the magnet can be cooled down; (d) a sup

port system must be supplied; (e) the liquid 

helium region must be insulated from the 

room -temperature region. 

Superc ritical refrigeration will greatly 

simplify cryostat construction. The following 

components of the conventional Dewar can be 

• 

' 
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Table I. Capital and operating costs of refrigeration . 

Refrigeration source 

Purchased liquid - no gas recovery 

Liquid from small liquefier (9 to 20 liters/h); 
gas recovered warm 

Liquid from large' liquefier (60 'to. 200 liters/h); 
gas recovered warm 

Inc rernental 
capital cost 
US $/Watt 

3000 to 5000 

1000 to 2500 

Incremental 
operating cost 
US $/Watt hour 

2.50 to 4.00 

0. 30 to 0.60 

0.10 to 0.30 

One small refrigerator ( 40 to 100 W at 4. 5° K~); 
small compressors 

800 to 1500 0. 040 to 0.15c 

Many small refrigerators (40 to 100 W at 4.5°KbJ~ 
many units operated on a large compressor 
system 

500 to 900 0. 015 to 0. 05 

One large refrigerator ( 200 to 1000 W at 4. 5o Kb); 
single -unit concentrated load 

300 to 700 0. 0 15 to 0. 0 7 

Severf>l large refrigerators (200 to 1000 W at 
4.5°K ); run off large central compressor 
house· 

Very large refrigerator ( 10 000 W and up at 
4. 5o Kb) for synchrotron· 

225 to 400 

100to175 

0.01 to 0.04 

0.005 to 0.012 

Large helium II refrigerator (200 to 500 W at · 
1. 9° K); single unit 

700 to 1500 0.04 to 0.20 

Very large helium II refrigerator 
(5000 W up at 1.9°K 

a. Refs. 4 through 6. 

300 to 500 0.02 to 0.04 

b. Note that ordinary 4.5° K refrigeration and 5° K supercritical refrigeration cost 
the same. Note also that the capital and operating costs of helium transfer lines 
are not inc: lnclecl here. 

c. BalSeU un LRL operating costs, (Ref. 12). 

eliminated the cryogenic vessel itself, because 

(a) the cold gas is carried in tubes; (b) a neck 

for venting, and leads, because a magnet 

transition produces no large volumes of gas

eous helium to be disposed of; (c) special 

cooldown apparatus, because the cooldown is 

direct. The support system and insulation. 

system are still required, but in many cases 

they can be simplified. The only other thing 

that would be required is an additional Joule

Thomson (J -T) heat exchanger (probably near 

the magnet) and a J -T valve in the refrigeration 

circuit . 

Supercritical helium refrigeration is 

attractive when used in the following ways: 

(a) In large superconducting magnets, in 

which high current densities are not needed and 

iri which hollow superconductor can be used 

without difficulty. 8 · 
10 

(b) In special magnets, such as thin septa 

d h . b I ./ 1' . h h' an t 1n earn-s 1tt1ng magnets w ere t 1n 
1, I' . 11 

conductors and moderate f1elds are needed. 



Supercritical helium will also become 

attractive for the generai experimental area, 

and for superconducting synchrotron dipoles 

and quadrupoles (which require high-current

density windings), if these magnets are made 

with extremely fine-stranded, intrinsically 

stable, low -ac -loss materials. The heat 

generated in these magnets is low enough to 

be conducted through windings to cooling fins 

or tubes located at the winding boundary. 

Experimental work now under way can prove 

or disprove the validity of the above statement. 

A comparison of refrigeration costs is 

shown in Table I. 2 - 4 
The top of the table 

shows the costs involved with liquefier capi

talization and operation. The bottom of the 

table shows costs associated with a superfluid 

helium system (helium below the X. point). It 

is quite clear these costs are much higher 

than for the various schemes for conventional 

refrigeration shown in the middie of the tabie. 

Supercritical refrigeration systems are as

sumed to cost the same if they operate at,·!>" K 

instead of 4.S•K. In any event it must be 

assumed that large systems of superconduct

ing dipoles and quadrupoles will be operated 

on refrigerator, not on liquid with warm .gas 

~·etu~·u. 

When one discusses refrigeration for 

superconducting magnets one must understand 

the effect of gas flow thr-ough shields and leads. 

In general the flow of 1 liquid liter per hour 
::s 

of gas ( 25 SCFH, or 0. 708 m /hr at STP) 

through leads or shields being returned to the 

system at room temperature is equivalent to 

3 4 t f f . . 7, 13 h to wa ts o re ngerahon. T is equiv.:.. 

alent load must be added to the heat leak enter

ing the Dewar. It is quite clear that most 

studies of leads are useless for understanding 

lead performance on a refrigerator. In gen

eral, the refrigeration required to operate a 

magnet lead pair is of the order of 7 to 13 

watts per 1000 A (the minimum figure is the 

-4-

theoretical and has not been achieved at LRL). 

The refrigeration needed for gas -cooled shields 

and support po.ints is of the order of 0.25 to 

0.4 W per watt intercepted at the shield. 

These refrigeration requirements must be con

sidered in the design of minimum-cost cryo

stat for use on a conventional or supercritical 

refrigerator. 

CRYOSTAT DESIGN PARAMETERS 

This section describes a number of things 

that infh.ience the design and cost of cryostats 

for quadrupoles and dipoles. The design 

parameters discussed in this section are: 

(a) the cryostat geometry, 

(b) the cryostat insulation system, 

(c) the cryostat support system 

(d) the effe·ct of iron location on design, 

(e) cryostat materials, 

(f) the cryostat bore temperature, and .. 
_(g) the effect of intermediate shields on cost. 

Included in the section are tables that describe 

the parameters ofifisuiadofis afid support 

system materials. 

Geometry 

The geometry of the cryostat influences 

buth ils fum.liun awl ileo L.Usl. Cuu1plio.::ct.teu 

geometric shapes should be avoided if costs 

are to be minimized. Cryostats (for super

critical helium operation) which have no inner 

vessel, hence, no necks, can be made consi

derably cheaper than ones with an inner liquid

containing vessel with its associated necks. 

A cylindrical-geometry inner ~essel with a 

small number of relatively small necks prob·

ably is least expensive. Adequate room should 

be provided for insulation and long supports. 

Breakable cold joints and seals should be 

minimized. Welded joints probably are cheap

est if the magnet is not to be removed. Ade

quate space in the inner can should be provided 

for leads and the refrigeration J -T valve when 

• 
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Table II. Heat flow through various insulation systems (Refs. 14, 15). 

Heat flow ( W) 

300 to 4•K 80 to 4•K 
Insulation sy stern No intermediate shield 80"K intermediate shield 

Vacuum 1 4.65X 10-2 -4 
€ = 2.30X 10 

Vacuum 0.5 
-2 -5 c ::: 1.52X10 7.60X10 

Vacuum € = 0.2 5.06X 10-3 2.56X 10-S 

Vacuum € = 0.1 2.38X 10- 3 1.21X 10-S 

Superinsulation, a 
€ = 0.02 for each layer 

1 layer 

5 layers 

10 layers 

20 layers 

8 X 10-4 

3X 10-4 

1.5X10-
4 

7X10-S less than 10-6 

unless compal:ted 

50 layers 

Powder insulation 
evacuated expanded perlite 
with a density of 0.08 to 
0.1 g/cm3, layer 15 em 
thick 

==2X10-S 
(no better than 
vacuum) 

a. The superinsulation values are an order-of-magnitude estimate which can be 
used for e~;'tiruatiug insulation l'equil'etneut6 fu1 rnagnet cryosta.ts. 

conventional refrigeration is to be used. The 

inner vessel should be capable of withstanding 

60 to 100 psig when conventional refrigeration 

is used; the tubes carrying supercritical helium 

should have an operating pressure rating of 

300 psi. 

Insulation 

S.everal insulation systems are commonly 

used in cryogenic vessels today. The best 

of these systems is the vacuum superinsulation 
14, 15 

system (see Table II). If a gas-cooled 

or liquid -nitrogen -cooled shield is used, only 

a few layers of superinsulation are required 

between it and the liquid-helium-temperature 

system. Systems that must withstand moderate 

amounts of support pressure (a few psi) across 

the insulation can use nylon netting between 

layers without greatly increasing the heat leak 

through the insulation. The cost of nylon netting 

and double -sided aluminized Mylar is of the 

orde!ll·0'£ 0.02. ito. 0.03 U.S. dollars per ft 2 

. 2 16 
(0.20 to 0.30 U.S. $/m ). Some improve-

ment in insulation efficiency can be ~ained by. 

using materials that cost an order of magnitude 

more; in gen.:;ral, the extra cost is not justified. 



The cost of applying superinsulation systems 

is greatly affected by the geometry of the cry~

stat, the type of supports, and the number of 

necks. Cryostats cooled with supercritical 

helium should be somewhat cheaper to super

insulate than those· u!'ling conventional 

refrigeration. 

Support 

Support (from the outside. world) of the 

cold environment may be by either tension or 
. b 2, 17 A b f compress1on mcm ers. num cr o 

materials are suitable for use as support 

members; these are compared in Table 

III. 
14

• 
17 

The type of material to be used and 

its length are functions of the type of loading 

to be encountered and whether or not inter

mediate shields are to be used. 

Two general types of support systems can 

be considered for use in dipole or quadrupole 

cryostats .. They are (a) the constant-position 

system~ which can be designed for forces in 

any direction, 
2 

and (b) a support system which 

supports well in only one direction, for cases 

in which gravity is the dominant force. The 

first type of support system may use either 

tension or compression members. 17 This 

system must be used where strong magnetic 

forces can be expected to be encountered; it 

has the further advantage that no change of the 

magnet position occurs during cooldown. The 

second system, which involves supporting the 

cold vessel (or magnet) from below or hanging 

it from above, can be used only for systems 

in which gravity is by far the predominant 

force. This system's primary advantage is 

its lower cost. However, one must take into 

consideration the effects of expansion and 

contraction on the magnet position. 

-6-

Iron Location 

Iron in some form is used in most dipole 

and quadrupole systems. The reasons for this 

are as follows: (a) To increase field for the 

same number of ampere-turns. (b) To shield 

adjacent equipment from the fie,ld in the magnet 

(particularly important for pulsed magnet sys

tems). (c) To shield charged-particle beams 

from other magnets. (d) To help shape the 
18 

field in some types of magnets. In recent 

years discussions have centered around both 

saturated and unsaturated iron systems (in 

this paper I define saturation as the point at 

which the relative .p.ermeability of iron drops 

below 7 .S). Saturated iron systems have the 

advantage of more field per ampere turn; 

however, their primary disadvantage is a large 

increase in field aberrations (particularly 

sextupole and decapole in superconducting 

dipoles) as the magnet iron begins to saturate. 

Only by using unsaturated iron can the good 

field region be kept large over a wide range of 

magnet excitations.-

The iron in a superconducting magnet sys

tern may be used at either room temperature 

or helium temperature. (There appears to be 

no advantage in using iron at intermediate 

temperatures.) The advantages for having 

unsaturated ~ron at room temperature are 

obvious: 

(a) There is no large iron mass to be cooled 

down. 

(b) The area and weight of the cryostat is 

minimized. 

(c) There is no iron hysteresis loss at 

helium temperatures for a pulsed magnet 

system. 

The use of unsaturated iron at helium 

temperature has some important advantages 

which are often overlooked. 
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Table III. Heat-transport properties of support-system materials (Ref. 14). 

Thermal conductivity integrals 
(W/cm) 

Reasonable 
design 
stress Material 80•K to 4•K . 300•K to 4•K 

Tension-Rod Materials 

Titanium 2.00 

304 Stainless steel 3.2 

Fiberglass epoxy 0.18 

Compression-Member Materials 

Fiberglass epoxy 

Nylon 

Undusted washers, 
302 stainless steel, 
0.0008 in. thick 

Dusted washers, 
302 stainless steel, 
0. 002 in thick 
(dust Mn0

2
) 

0.18 

0.13 

0.05 

::::0.01 

(a) The forces .between the magnet coils and 

· the if on dJi g~ ~i.ip~gfted with minimum deflec

tion. (These forces are unstable; the g.reater 

the deflection the greater the force. ) 19 This 

deflection can be a serious problem in long 

magnets such as synchrotron magnets. • 

(b) Aber·rations d1:1e· to ,coFlh4o:-illioneeb:dl 
. . 

plaG::ement error are minimized. 

(c) Tht:: iruu caf1 easily- be extended beyond 

the magnet coil end for improved and predict

able integrated field uniformity. 

(d) Leads and crossover aberrations can be 

reduced because the leads and crossovers may 

be made outside the iron shield. Magnetic 

fields generated by leads and crossovers can 

be shielded by the use of mumetal. 

16.5 

30.6 

1.99 

1.99 

0.89 

0.58 

0.095 

60 000 psi 
(41. 500 Nt/cm2 ) 

40 000 psi 
(L.7 600 Nt/cm

2
) 

30 000 psi 
(20 700 Nt/cm

2
) 

50 00 psi in 
short lengths 2 
(34 600 Nt/cm ) 

10 000 psi 
(6 900 Nt/cm

2
) 

1 000 psi 
(6 900 Nt/cm

2
) 

1 000 psi 
(6 900 Nt/cm

2
) 

(e) Most important magnetic forces are 

eliminated (unless an unshielded magnet is put 

adjacent to the cryostat).. A gravitational sup

port system may be used. 

The advantages of having unsaturated iron at 

helium temperature outweigh the disadvantages 

when the magnet aperture is small, particularly 

for quadrupole s. When saturated iron is used 

in a magnet it is generally cold. 

Cryostat Materials 

Cryostat outer vacuum vessels can be 

made from materials such as aluminum or 

nonmagnetic stainless steel. Inner vessels 

and support members can be made of non

magnetic stainless steel if the magnet charge 



rate is low or if the magnet is not required to 

sustain continued pulsing. The .inner vessel 

can be made of fiberglass epoxy, laminated . 

structural members of nonmagnetic stainless 

steel, or corrugated metal-epoxy tubes when 

the magnet pulsing is expected to create eddy 

currents. 

Bore Temperature 

An experimental-area dipole or quadrupole 

can have either a warin or cold bore. · Warm 

bores can be insulated effectively use of super

insulation and nylon netting. The insulation 

can be less than half an inch thick. Warm

bore cryostats should be used when the magnet 

is short compared with its aperture, when the 

bore is greater than 6 in. ( 15 em), or when 

the magnet bore must contain a gas. The cold 

bore can be advantageous for long, small-bore 

experimental-area dipoles and quadrupole· 

combinations provided the bore can be evac

uated. Superconducting synchrotron magnets 

should have cold bores for the following rea

sons: (a) the magnets are long and heat leaks 

are negligible compared with other losses; 

(b) 70o/o of the vacuum-bore tube is cold--this 

surface cryopumps without outgassing, hence, 
-9 -10 

very high vacuums in the range 10 to 10 

torr are obtainable at relatively low cost; 

(c) the magnet cryostat cost is reduced. Cold

bore cryostats appear to be attractive .f.or long 

small-bore experimental-area magnets and 

superconducting synchrotron magnets. 

Intermediate Shields 

Intermediate -temperature shields are an 

important part of conventional liquid pot c ryo

stats. It is desirable to minimize all heat 

leaks into the Dewar because of· the high capital 

and operating cost of liquid operation (where 

a liquefier is used instead of a refrigerator). 

This approach should be re-evaluated when 

magnets are to run on refrigerators, because 

-8-

the cost of refrigeration is relatively low and 

the heat leaks into the Dewar are dominated 

by other loads such as leads and ac losses. 

Two general methods are used to provide 

intermediate -temperature shield cooling. The 

first is to use liquid nitrogen as a coolant; the 

second is to use cold gas bled from the cold 

section of the cryostat. Two types of liquid 

nitrogen systems can be used: 

(a) The conventional liquid reservoir and 

tube system, where the cryostat is almost 

literally surrounded by liquid nitrogen. The 

tank is kept full by a system which senses the 

liquid level in the reservoir. This method is 

expensive and old-fashioned, and should not be 

used unless it is necessary. 

(b) The liquid nitrogen is bled through the 

shield system through a continuous tube and 

allowed to evaporate in the tube. The nitrogen 

gas flow is controlled by sensing the tempera

ture as the gas leaves the cryostat. This sys

tem is relatively simple and direct. This 

system increases the cryostat price by $1000 

or more over an unshielded cryostat (price 

includes control system). 

Gas -cooled shields are similar to the 

second type of nitrogen shielding system and 

are of comparable cost. The operating cost of 

gas-cooled shields is 30 to 50o/o of the refri

geration cost saved. 

The decision to use intermediate -tempera

ture shields and support points is purely an 

economic one. It is dependent on the capital 

and operating cost of refrigeration and whether 

or not operating costs are relevant. In gen

eral, one might well dispense with intermediate

temperature shields on a large experimental

area dipole and quadrupole magnet system or 

on a superconducting synchrotron. 

j 

J 
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PROBABLE DESIGN CONDITIONS 
THREE TYPES OF MAGNET CRYOSTATS 

This ·section describes design parameters 

that will probably result in minimum-cost 

cryostat systems for the three types of magnet 

cryostats: (a) large-bore short cryostats for 

medium-energy beams from machines such 

as the Bevatron, (b) small-bore long cryostats 

for high-energy machines such as the NAL 

machine, and (c) high-energy superconducting 

synchrotron cryostats. The design parameters 

are highly dependent on physical and economic 

factors. The design parameters suggested 

here can be used only on dipoles and quadru

pole s that are not restricted geometrically. 

Each Dewar type is discussed in a sepa

rate section. These sections describe the 

characteristics of the cryqstat, the source of 

heat leaks, both real and apparent, and prob

able design parameters that r-esu'lt from an 

ap.alysis of cryostat characteristics, heat loads, 

and economic factors. Tables IV, V, and VI 

present a refrigeration analysis of various 

kinds of cryostat systems. 

Bevatron-Type Beam Transport Magnet newai: 

A cryostat for dipoles and quadrupoles 

designed for use on machines like the Bevatron 

has the following characteristics: 

(a) The required aperture is large, 6 to 

12 in. ( 15 to 30 em). 

(b) The ratio of magnet length to aperture 

is generally low, for example, from 2 to 10. 

(c) Magnetic field changes can be made 

slowly; ac loss and eddy currents are not a 

problem. 

(d) Low field excitation is highly improbable. 

(e) Radiation is not usually an important 

factor on many secondary beams. 

(f) The magnet duty factor is likely to be 

low, with the magnet position to be changed 

relatively frequently. 

-9-

(g) Iron shielding may or may not be required. 

(h) Refrigeration may not be mandatory for 

short runs with a couple of magnets; however, 

helium refrigerators are defintely justified 

for larger magnet systems, particularly when 

long-duration(> 2000 hr) experiments are 

expected. 

The refrigeration load generated by a 

Bevatron-type Dewar results from heat leaks 

·through the insulation, supports, and leads, 

as well as from gas used to cool leads and 

shields. A Dewar of the Bevatron type has a 

large surface area on both the outer portion of 

the Dewar and the bore tube. As a result 

insulation becomes more importa~ht. The sup

port system should be capable of supporting 

a couple of tons in any direction as well as a 

rather large gravitational force due to the 

magnets 1 large mass. The heat leaks through 

the support system should not be any greater 

than for the other two Dewar types mentioned 

later in this report because longer support rods 

can be used. Direct heat leaks through leads 

will be small. The refrigeration required to 

supply gas cooling to the leads will dominate 

in many cases. 

A minimum-cost Bevatron-type Dewar 

will very likely have the following design 

parameters: 

(a) All-metal construction is probable except 

for the supports (metal components should all 

be nonmagnetic; it should· be noted that some 

nonmagnetic stainless steels become slightly 

magnetized when strained at cryogenic tern

peratures). 

(b) Warm-bore construction is always 

indicated. 

(c) If the magnet has iron shields they will 

be at room temperature. 

(d) Epoxy glass or titantium tension- or 

compression-rod support system will probably 

be m·ost satisfactory. 
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Table IV. Estimated refrigeration requirements for a Bevatron-type Dewar. 

Characteristics of the cryostat 

Dewar length, 1 meter. 
Iron at room temperature. 
Cryostat warm borP. 8 in. {20 em). 
A simple foil intermediate-temperature shield in the superinsulation. 
Intermediate -tern.peratu1·e support points. 
Current 200 A; 1000 A through gas-cooled leads. 
Insulation vacuum superinsulation: 40 layers 
Tension-rod support 10 titanium rods 20 em long, each supports 

4000 lb. {epoxy glass compression rods could also be used) 

Refrigeration loads for the cryostat 

Cryostat load {W) 

Heat source 

Superinsulation 

200-A leads 

1.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2-4 

1000-A leads 

1.0 

Tension-rod supports and necks 

Gas shielding load 

Electrical lead load 

Total heat load 

Purchased refrigeration capacity 
{transfer line load not included) 

7-9 

15 
more for cooldown 

Table V. Estimated refrigeration requirements for an NAL 
experimenta -area Dewar. 

Characteristics of the cr>;"ostat 

Dewar length, 2 meters. 
Unsaturated iron at 5•K. 
Cryostat warm bore 4 in. ( :i.O em). 
No. intermediate-temperature shields or support points. 
Current 200 A; 1000 A through gas-cooled leads, 
Insulation vacuum superinsulation: 40 layers 

2.0 

2.0 

8-13 

13-18 

25-30 

Titanium rod support system: six rods 30 em long, 4 support 
5000 lb, two support 2000 lb {epoxy glass compression rods 
could also be used). 

Refrigeration required for the cryostat: 

Superinsulation heat leak 

Support system and neck heat leak 

Gas -cooled leads 

Total heat load 

Purchased refrigeration capacity 
{transfer line load not included) 

c;:ryostat load (W·l 

200-A leads 1000-A leads 

1.5 

2.5 

2-4 

6-8 

12 
more for cooldown 

1.5 

2.5 

8-13 

12-17 

20-25 

'-' 

1., 
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Table VI. Estimated refrigeration requirements for a superconducting 
synchrotron Dewar. ' 

Characteristics of the cryostat and its magnet 

Magnet field, 45 kG 
Cryosta,t cold apertur-:.,4 4 in. ( 10 em) . 
Conductor size, 4X 10 in. ( 10 fl.) twisted 
Repetition rate, 0.1 Hz 
Unsaturated iron ( 18 kG) at s•K 
Cryostat length, dipole 10ft (3m), 

quadrupole 2 ft ( 0.6 em) 
Lead current, 3000 A 

Refrigeration Requirements 

Heat Source, both real and apparent 

Insulation· heat leak 
(no intermediate-temperature shields, 
20 layers superinsulation) 

Support-system heat leak (titanium rods), 
20 000 lb support, no intermediate
temperature shield (compression rod of 
epoxy glass appears very attractive here) 

Heat load due to leads (only some magnets 
need leads to outside) 

ac Losses 

Superconductor losses based on LRL
measured data (Ref. 21) 

Eddy current (design value) 

Iron hysteresis, 
transformer steel at 18 kG 

Total ac heating 

Total heat load 
(transfer line heat leak 
not incluc\ed) 

With leads 

Without leads 

Heat loads ( W) 

Dipole Quadrupole 

1.5 0.5 

2.0 2.0 

30 30 

75-120 20-35 

10-15 2-3 

10-20 2-4 

100-160 7.4-47. 

135-190 60-75 

105-160 30-45 



(e) Many layers of superinsulation are 

economically justified. 

(f) Intermediate-temperature shields prob

ably economically justified if they are kept 

simple. Dewars with high-current leads run 

on a large refrigeration system may not need 

intermediate-temperature shields. 

The above design parameters are subject 

to change as new design techniques are per

fected (such as filament-winding techniques). 

The estimated cost for a Bevatron-type Dewar 

should be $10 000 to $15 000 per meter. 
15 

Design improvements and mass -production 

techniques could reduce this price by as much 

as a factor of 2. 

NAL-Type Beam-Transport Magnet Dewar 

A dipole or quadrupole cryostat designed 

for use in a high energy accelerator, such as 

the NAL machine, has the following charac

teristics. 

(a) The aperture of the magnet is relatively 

small, t. to 4 m. ( S to 10 em). 

(b) The ratio of magnet cryostat length to 

aperture is large, from 10 to 50. 

(c) Magnetic field changes are slow, so ac 

loss and eddy currents are not a problem. 

(d) Low-field excitation is more probable 

than in the Bevatron type Dewar. 

(e) Radiation is much more likely to be a 

problem because of higher beam intensities 

and energies;, 

(f) The magnet duty factor is low, but not 

so low as for lower-energy machines. The 

magnet position will not be permanent. 

(g) Iron shielding will probably be required, 

(h) Refrigeration either by conventional or 

supercritical means will be mandatory, for 

economic reasons. 

( i) The number of magnets and cryostats 

is likely to be large. 
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The refrigerator will be required to over

come heat leaks through the insulation and sup

ports as well as the effects of gas flowing 

through magnet leads. The surface area per 

unit length of this type of Dewar can be expected 

to be about half that for Bevatron -type Dewar. 

A warm-bore tube is probably justified eco

nomically except for special magnets. The 

support system should be capable of supporting 

forces of a couple of tons in any direction 

unless the iron is at helium temperatures. The 

refrigeration required for gas -cooling the leads 

will be a dominant part of the required refri

geration in most cases. 

A minimum-cost NAL-type dipole or quad

rupole Dewar will have many of the following 

design parameters. 

(a) Nonmagnetic metals can and will be used 

throughout the Dewar. 

(b) The magnets will be warm-bore, except 

when the magnets have small bores and are 

long and the bore can be evacuated. 

(c) There are a number of strong incentives 

for the iron to be at helium temperature ( unsat

urated). This is reasonable because of the 

small magnet aperture, hence small iron 

dimensions. 

(d) A simple gravitational or low-force 

tension-rod system can be used if the iron 

is cold. 

(e) Multilayer insulation with no inter

mediate -temperature shields is economically 

justified in nearly all cases. 

(f) The lead current chosen will be a func

tion of magnet winding cost, refrigeration cost, 

and power-supply cost. One should look at the 

whole system before deciding. 

(g) The use of supercritical refrigeration 

appears to be both possible and economical if 

low-ac-loss intrinsically stable superconduc

tors are used to make the magnet. 

L 
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A cryostat for use on NAL-type dipoles 

and quadrupoles should be simpler and less 

expensive than a Bevatron-type cryostat. 

Cost of $4 000 to $6 000 per meter for mass

produced Dewars does not seem unreasonable, 

Superconducting Synchrotron Dewars 

A cryostat for a high-energy supercon

' ducting synchrotron will have the following 

characteristics: (a) 

(a) The aperature is small, 3 to 4 in. ( 7 

to 10 ern). 

(b) The ratio of magnet length to aperture 

is 5 to 10 for the quadrupoles and 25 to 50 for 

the dipoles. 

(c) There are strong technical and economic 

reasons for having a cold bore. 

(d) Various types of ac losses are the domi-

nant refrigeration load. 

(e) Iron shielding is required for both eco

nomic and technical reasons. 

(f) Large refrigerators will be used to 

supply refrigeration. 

(g) The magnet duty factor is high and the 

magnet installation is permanent. 

{h) The magnet will be required to provide 

. a good-quality field over the whole useful 

aperture at rath~r low excitation {during injec

tiOh). 

(i) The number of identical magnets and 

cryostats will be large. 

(j) Radiation effects wil.l play a :role in 

determining cryostat design parameters. 
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Heat leaks through the insulation, support 

system, and bore tube will'<be at least an order 

of magnitude lower than the ac losses. Leads 

for many of the Dewars will be superconducting 

even though they carry large cur rents. Gas

cooled leads will be brought out in only few 

cryostats. The refrigerator load will be 

almost exclusively refrigeration, with no 

liquefaction (apparent or otherwise). Heating 

from the beam {which contributes to the refri-

geration load), will not be negligible in some 

parts of the synchrotron. Heating due to J;leam 

interactions and radiation damage to Dewar 

and coil components may both prove to be 

serious problems in synchrotron design. The 

dominant heat load in the Dewar will be ac 

losses from four sources: hysteresis and eddy 

currents in the superconductor, small shorts 

in the coils as frequency-dependent loss; con

ventional eddy currents in the cryostat a~d 

magnet structure, and hysteresis losses in the 

iron. The little data available indictates that 

some types of transformer steel shields will 

have losses substantially below those of the 

superconductor provided the steel is not driven 

beyond saturation ( 19 or 20 kG for medium

silicon transformer steels). Care must be 

taken in trying to use loss data for room

temperature iron, because the loss per cycle. 
20 

is 1i5 to 2 times that at helium temperature. 

A minimum-cost superconducting synchro

tron will have the following design parameters. 

{a) The use of metals will be limited by eddy 

currents. Nonmetallic structures may domi

nate. All metals used will be nonmagnetic. 

or corrugated metals can be used 

to a limited extent. 

{b) The magnet will have a cold bore. The 

interconnection between magnets will probably 

also be cold. Vacuum system costs are 

reduced substantially by use of a cold-bore 

system. 

(c) The iron shield should be unsaturated 

and cold. The advantages listed early in this 

paper predominate. Cooldown of the iron is 

not a proble~- -the~e is plenty of refrigeration 

available for this. The only disadvantage of 

cold iron is its hysteretic loss when pulsed . 

This loss appears to be much smaller than the 

superconducting ac losses. 

(d) The magnet is completely shielded from 

magnetic forces- -a gravitational support 



system can be used if expansion and contrac

tion are considered. 

(e) A multilayer insulation system with no 

intermediate-temperature shield should be 

used. 
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(f) Supercritical or cold light-gas refri

geration in tubes would be desirable if methods 

are developed to get the heat out of the coils. 

Conventional liquid refriger.ation systems may 

have to be used because of the heat-transfer 

problem. A second J-T valve and J-T heat 

exchanger will become part of the magnet 

cryostat, the first stage of J-T expansion 

would occur within the refrigerator. 

(g) Superconducting leads from magnet to 

magnet will have to be developed. Gas -cooled 

leads should be required only for some mag

net cryostats. 

(h) The cryostat outer vessel can probably 

be a cylinder with only a few access ports. 

A cryostat for a superconducting synchro

tron should be the utmo£t in simplicity. A 

reserve liquid volume (stored refrigeration) 

is unnecessary, hence it can be eliminated. 

Therefore the refrigeration system should be 

capable of handling all the energy of a magnet 

quench. Synchrotron cryostats would also be 

mass produced. The result is an inexpensive 

cryostat which we currently would estimate to 

cost $1 000 to $2 000 per meter. 

SUMMARY 

Large-scale use of superconducting dipoles 

and quadrupoles will require the production of 

cheap reliable cryostats. It is quite clear that 

the ty.pe of cryostat design used in most cryo

genic laboratories of the world is both inade

quate and expensive. The large- scale use of 

refrigeration requires a change in cryostat 

design in order to have a satisfactory minimum

cost cryogenic system. 

As refrigerators become more reliable, 

more innovative cryostat designs can and 

should be used. The use of the refrigerator 

instead of liquid is an important first step 

toward lo~-cost cryogenics. The second and 

even bigger step will be the elimination of the 

reservoir of liquid helium. When both these 

steps are taken, low-cost helium-temperature 

cryogenic systems for superconducting dipole 

and quadrupole magnets will be a reality. 
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Fig. 1. Completed LRL warm-bore Zorba 
superconducting magnet cryostat, used on a 
184-inch cyclotron experiment. 

To compressor Relr iaerltor 
cryostat wllh 
expan sion enaines 
heat exchanaen 
and controls 

C.I::H:S-684-2004 

line vacuum jacket 

Fig. 2. A superconducting magnet with a 
conventional refrigeration system. 

XBL-708-6233 
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Refriaerator 
To compressors cryostat with 

expansion system 
hutellchanaen 
and cont ro ls 

r Gu cooled 
/ maanet lnrt<~ 

Fig. 3. A superconducting magnet with a s 
supercritical helium refrigeration system. 

XBL-708-6232 

Fig. 4. Tension-rod support system for the 
Zorba superconducting magnet cryostat. The 
nitrogen shield and gas cooling points are 
shown. XBB-681-184 
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Fig. 5. Simplified tens ion-rod support sys
tem for a LRL superconducting dipole magnet 
c ryostat. XBB-6912-8300 

Tita nium or epoxy 
fiberglass ten sion rod1 
to suppor t rad1al and 
tangential forces 

40- 60 em tona 

Tension rods for tran sverse forces 

Titanium or epoxy 
fibers lass tension rods 
40 ·70 em long 

i:l Even ~u-::.iliuu lt!n -::.ton rod su~purt system 

Grav1tat•ona1 force tensmn rod support system 

Cryostat 

jacke t 
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Fiber glass epox 
compression rod 
(IO·l5 cm long) 

a1 Even pos i tion suppor t system 

bl Gravi t at ional force support sys tem 

cryostat vessel 

Cryosta t inner bore 

Fig. 7. Typical compr e ssion-rod support 
systems. XBL-708-6234 

Fig . 6. Typical tension-rod support systems. 
XBL-708-6235 
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Vacuum and supermsu1at1on 

r r 
5 lOcm 

F ig. 8. Cross section of a supercritical 
cooled quadrupole. XBL-708-62 36 

Outer vacuum t<lcket 
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QU<ldrupolftflCIW II'Idii'IJ5 ' / 

Go~s cooltd masnet lndS ·---' 

Super cnt•cat tlel•um coohne tubu _.. 

Fig. 9. Cutaway view of the e nd of a super
critical cooled quadrupole . 
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fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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